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The second edition of this book incorporates two relational database design methodologies to teach readers how databases can be implemented in Microsoft Access and Oracle.  Not only does the book provide a comprehensive methodology for relational database design, but the authors also show readers how to use the latest installation of UML. Fifteen sample database designs chosen from seven common business areas are located in an Appendix, and an evaluation copy of Rational Rose software is included on the accompanying CD-ROM.  Database designers wanting to learn more about relational database theory as well as those just wanting to expand there general database technology knowledge.     



Database Solutions: A step-by-step guide to building databases 2/e


Are you responsible for designing and creating the databases that keep your business running? Or are you studying for a module in database design? If so, Database Solutions is for you! This fully revised and updated edition will make the database design and build process smoother, quicker and more reliable.


Recipe for database success


	Take one RDMS - any of the major commercial products will do: Oracle, Informix, SQL Server, Access, Paradox 
	Add one thorough reading of Database Solutions if you are an inexperienced database designer, or one recap of the methodology if you are an old hand 
	Use the design and implementation frameworks to plan your timetable, use a common data model that fits your requirements and adapt as necessary


 


Features


	Includes hints and tips for success with comprehensive guidance on avoiding pitfalls and traps


	Shows how to create data models using the UML design notation


	Includes two full-length coded example databases written on Microsoft Access 2002 and Oracle 9i, plus 15 sample data models to adapt to your needs, chosen from seven common business areas



New for this edition!


	New chapters on SQL (Structured Query Language) and QBE (Query by Example), plus a chapter on database administration and security. A new chapter on current and emerging trends in the area ensures that the book is up to date


	The database design methodology has been improved and simplified


	A companion website contains an implementation of the StayHome database that runs throughout the book, plus SQL scripts for 15 sample data models, lecture slides, sample solutions for all exercises from the book plus suggested exam questions and answers, and a variety of possible courseworks



The authors


Thomas Connolly was a designer of RAPPORT, the world's first commercial portable DBMS, and of the LIFESPAN configuration management tool - a winner of the British Design Award. Carolyn Begg specializes in the application of database systems in biological research. They are both authors of the best selling Database Systems, also published by Pearson Education, which has sold nearly 200,000 copies since publication in 1995.

 

About the Author

Thomas Connolly was a designer of RAPPORT, the world's first commercial portable DBMS, and of the LIFESPAN configuration management tool -- a winner of the British Design Award.

Carolyn Begg specializes in the application of database systems in biological research. They are both authors of the best-selling book Database Systems, also published by Addison-Wesley.
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UML DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005
There’s no easier, faster, or more practical way to learn the really tough subjects
UML  Demystified explains how to read, model, and use UML to create well-structured, stable software products. This self-teaching guide comes complete with key points, background information, quizzes at the end of each chapter,...
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Troubleshooting IP Routing Protocols (CCIE® Professional Development)Cisco Press, 2002
The comprehensive, hands-on guide for resolving IP routing  problems: 

	
    Understand and overcome common routing problems associated with  BGP, IGRP, EIGRP, OSPF, IS-IS, multicasting, and RIP, such as route  installation, route advertisement, route redistribution, route summarization,...
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How To Do Everything with Your Tablet PCMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Explore the capabilities and benefits of your Tablet PC hardware and software with help from this easy-to-understand guide. Get a thorough run-through of your new device, as well as the Windows XP Tablet PC Edition operating system that runs on it. Once you've become familiar with the hardware and software features, follow helpful chapters that...
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Algorithms in Java: Parts 1-4, Third EditionAddison Wesley, 2002
Sedgewick has a real gift for explaining concepts in a way that  makes them easy to understand. The use of real programs in page-size (or less)  chunks that can be easily understood is a real plus. The figures, programs, and  tables are a significant contribution to the learning experience of the reader;  they make this book...
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Microsoft Project 2013: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)Pogue Press, 2013

	
		Get up to speed on Microsoft Project 2013 and learn how to manage projects large and small. This crystal-clear book not only guides you step-by-step through Project 2013’s new features, it also gives you real-world guidance: how to prep a project before touching your PC, and which Project tools will keep you on target. With...
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SAS Storage Architecture: Serial Attached SCSIMindShare Press, 2006

	The SAS Storage Architecture book is intended as a tutorial and to serve as

	classroom materials for the training MindShare delivers on this subject. It

	should be considered a companion to the SAS standard, helping to clarify and

	explain the concepts and provide the motivation for decisions that were made

	in the creation of the...
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